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Targeted Search for Effective Intermediate Band
Solar Cell Materials
Joseph T. Sullivan, Christie B. Simmons, Tonio Buonassisi, and Jacob J. Krich

Abstract—Recent years have seen a number of candidate materials for intermediate band (IB) solar cells, but none has demonstrated a high-efficiency device. We explain this deficit by means of
a figure of merit, which predicts the potential effectiveness of candidate IB materials in advance of device fabrication. This figure of
merit captures in a single parameter the inherent tradeoff between
enhanced absorption and enhanced recombination within an IB
material, and it suggests a path toward efficient IB materials. We
illustrate a screening approach based on this figure of merit for a
specific class of IB material systems: a dopant-induced impurity
band in silicon. We show, in this case, that the optical and nonradiative electrical trapping cross sections of impurities, widely studied
properties that can be measured in bulk materials, determine the
potential performance of IB solar cell devices. We conclude with a
list of appealing and unappealing candidate material systems.
Index Terms—Charge carrier lifetime, impurity photovoltaic,
intermediate band photovoltaic, mathematical model, photovoltaic
cells.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE intermediate band solar cell (IBSC) [1] has the possibility to break the Shockley–Queisser efficiency limit [2]
for standard pn-junction solar cells. The high efficiency relies
on an intermediate band (IB) material—a semiconductor with
an extra set of partially filled levels contained entirely inside the
bandgap, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This IB material allows absorption of two subgap photons to move an electron from valence
band (VB) to conduction band (CB), while the voltage can be
set by the larger bandgap. For high efficiency, the bandgaps of
the IBSC must be well matched to the solar spectrum, and there
must be more carriers gained from optical absorption than lost
to recombination in the IB material.
There are no known naturally occurring IB materials, but
many IB materials have been produced artificially, using quantum dots or quantum wells, highly mismatched alloys, or
deep-level dopants, as reviewed in [3]. A number of these have
demonstrated the two-photon-induced photocurrent that is the
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Fig. 1. Schematic of IBSC and idealized energy level diagram with the standard n-IB-p structure, with an IB of width w. Sunlight is incident from the left.
The energy gaps E g , E IV , and E C I must be well matched to the solar spectrum
to achieve high efficiency [1].

hallmark of IBSC activity [4]–[7], but overall power conversion
efficiencies have remained low [7]–[9]. These low efficiencies
are likely due in large part to fast nonradiative recombination,
which is made worse by mid-level states in the gap [10]. Producing high-efficiency IBSC’s also requires optimized cell architectures with high-quality contacts and junctions; therefore, low
efficiency in a laboratory device does not necessarily indicate a
failure of the IBSC mechanism.
To assess the potential efficiency of candidate IB materials, we
want a figure of merit independent of the other cell components
and interfaces. A good figure of merit is easily measured and has
good predictive ability as to whether it would be worthwhile to
construct a full device. So far, the most commonly used figures
of merit are the bandgaps of the IB—they must be well matched
to the solar spectrum, with current matching between the two
subgap transitions; the ideal bandgap under full concentration
is 1.9 eV with an IB 0.7 eV away from one of the band edges
[1]. Bandgaps alone, however, cannot predict performance of
a realistic IB material with nonradiative recombination. Krich
et al. [11] proposed a figure of merit ν that captures the balance
between the absorption and recombination processes in the IB
material. It depends only on the material’s bandgap, subgap
absorptivity, mobility, and lifetime. Measurement of ν have been
performed on a candidate IB material, silicon hyperdoped with
high concentrations of sulfur [12], [13], concluding that lower
concentrations of sulfur would be advantageous.
In this manuscript, we show that the figure of merit ν can
also be used to predict which materials have the potential to
make effective IBSC’s before any growth or fabrication, allowing targeted search for effective IB materials. This effort is
similar in spirit to that in [14], but including effects of nonradiative processes. Our goal is to present a simple theory amenable
to screening candidate IB materials without detailed modeling of each one. We describe the figure of merit ν and its
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implications in new detail (see Section II) and demonstrate
the prediction of ν for various deep-level dopants in silicon
(see Section III).
II. FIGURE OF MERIT
As first outlined in [11], we can construct a figure of merit
by considering an IBSC where the IB region is the optimal
thickness to balance the extra subgap absorption and nonradiative recombination. Without any detailed modeling, we expect
an effective IBSC to have an IB region thick enough to produce an optical depth for subgap light, OD, of order 1, ensuring
the material can absorb sufficient subgap light to be useful; we
confirm this statement below with more detailed modeling. We
approximate OD by taking the average subgap absorptivity α
and consider that the IB region has width w = α−1 ; therefore,
OD≡ αw = 1. Note that OD describes reductions of light intensity by powers of e.
To be efficient, such a device should have τ /t  1, where
τ is the carrier (electron or hole) lifetime, and t is the time to
traverse the IB region. We consider two cases. First, if the builtin potential Vbi drops smoothly across the IB region (as in a
p-i-n structure or, e.g., a quantum-dot-based IB), then the transit
time in the electric field E = Vbi /w is
tdrift =

w2
w
=
= (μVbi α2 )−1
μE
μVbi

(1)

where μ is the carrier mobility. We then find τ /t = Vbi μα2 τ .
Since Vbi ≤ Eg /q, where Eg is the bandgap and q is the electric
charge, we can replace Vbi by Eg /q to make the figure of merit1
νdrift =

Eg 2
μα τ.
q

(2)

Second, if the IB material forms junctions with the surrounding
n- and p-type regions that are thin compared with w, then there
is no electric field in the majority of the IB region, and the
carriers must diffuse with diffusion constant D. In this case, the
traversal time is
tdiﬀ =

q
w2
=
D
kb T μα2

(3)

where kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and
we have used the Einstein relation to connect D to μ. In this
case, we find a figure of merit for the diffusive case
νdiﬀ =

kb T
μα2 τ
q

(4)

which is the same as (2) except with the energy scale Eg reduced to kb T , reflecting the smaller driving force for diffusion.
Equation (4) first appeared in [15]. Note that light trapping in
the IB region could maintain OD of order 1 while decreasing w
to wtrap < α−1 . With such light trapping, the figures of merit
would increase by the factor (wtrap α)−2 ; light trapping by random texturing [16] can make this factor (4n2s )2 , where ns is
1 Note that [11] had V in place of E /q. Since E is a material property of
g
g
bi
the IB region alone, it is preferable to replace V b i by E g /q.
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the index of refraction, which gives a trapping enhancement of
approximately 2000 in silicon.
These figures of merit depend only on properties of the IB
material itself and, thus, can be measured without making full
solar cell devices. In an effective IB device, ν should be large
for both electrons and holes; therefore, the mobility, lifetime,
and absorptivity need to be determined for both carrier types.
Interface recombination at edges of the IB region could impact the effective lifetime of carriers in the IB, but for the
model here, τ represents the bulk carrier lifetime in the IB
material.
Selecting the appropriate figure of merit (νdiﬀ or νdrift ) to
estimate an IB material’s performance requires knowledge of
the absorption coefficient and an estimate of the depletion width
within the IB; generally speaking, highly absorbing materials
could have a thinner and potentially fully depleted IB layer,
while a weakly absorbing IB material would require a thicker
layer and would, therefore, likely be diffusion limited.
Large ν is a necessary but not sufficient condition for an efficient IBSC. In addition to having large ν for both electrons
and holes, an efficient IBSC must have bandgaps well matched
to the solar spectrum, as well as the usual requirements for the
remainder of the device, including high-quality p- and n-type
regions with low-resistance and low-recombination interfaces
and antireflection coatings. The figure of merit ν is most informative for devices with nonradiative lifetimes dominating
radiative lifetimes, as in all current candidate materials; for ultrahigh efficiency IBSC, approaching the thermodynamic limits
[1], a modified external luminescent efficiency will be the most
effective figure of merit [17].
Device models permit the determination of how large ν must
be for an IBSC to produce an increase in device efficiency.
We show the qualitative results by considering a model for an
IBSC in the diffusive limit, described in [15], with full details
to be given in a future work. The key feature is that we must
have ν  1 to achieve significant improvements from an IBSC.
The model includes minority carrier diffusion equations, the
depletion approximation near the junctions, law-of-the-junction
boundary conditions [18] modified for an n-IB-p structure [15],
and no photon recycling. We have chosen ideal n and p regions,
in order to focus on the effects of IB quality, and ν is the same
for electrons and holes. The top n-type layer is thick enough to
absorb all incoming photons with energy greater than Eg . The
thickness of the IB region, giving the subgap optical depth OD,
has been chosen to be optimal at each value of ν.
Fig. 2 shows efficiency as a function of ν within this model
for two example IBSC’s. One has the ideal bandgaps for full
concentration, Eg = 1.9 eV and ECI = 0.7 eV [1], while the
other is modeled on silicon, with Eg = 1.1 eV and ECI =
0.35 eV. Both have nonoverlapping absorptions, IB filling factor f = 1/2, and electron and hole optical and trapping cross
sections and mobilities set to be equal. In both cases, for ν
considerably less than 1, the optimal IBSC has no IB at all (w,
OD→ 0), and the efficiency is essentially that of the np-junction
solar cell alone. For large ν, the material can become radiatively
limited, requiring a model with photon recycling to capture the
true efficiency limit.
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Fig. 2. Optimal efficiency (blue, squares) and thickness (red, circles) versus
figure of merit νd iﬀ for two IBSC’s: Filled symbols show the optimal IBSC
bandgaps, E g = 1.9 eV, E C I = 0.7 eV, while empty symbols show a model of
silicon with E g = 1.1 eV, E C I = 0.35 eV. Both have fully concentrated blackbody sunlight and ideal n- and p-type regions. For small ν, the best IBSC has
no IB region at all (i.e., the optical depth, OD, is small). For ν > 1, significant
improvements in efficiency are possible.

III. PREDICTING ν: A CASE STUDY FOR A DOPANT-INDUCED
INTERMEDIATE BAND IN SI
A. Simple Model for ν as a Function of Doping Concentration
In this section, we develop simple models for α, τ , and μ in
a dopant-produced IB system, combine them to predict optimal
values of ν, and conclude with a discussion of how to estimate the current-matched IB filling fraction f . We use a simple
neutral-impurity scattering model to make an upper estimate for
μ. We relate α and τ to the subgap optical and electrical cross
sections and the impurity concentration NI . Since α and τ for
both electrons and holes are strongly affected by the filling fraction of the impurities f , the figures of merit for electrons and
holes are strongly influenced by f . The key assumptions used
in our model are as follows.
1) Both αe and αh are step functions, constant at all energies
over their thresholds.
2) τe,h follow the standard Shockley–Read form [10].
3) The number of IB states is equal to the impurity concentration NI .
4) To optimize IBSC performance, f is chosen such that the
subgap generation rates are current matched.
For impurities with concentration NI sufficiently low that
each impurity site is effectively independent, the IB to CB optical transition has an absorptivity
e
αe = f NI σO

(5)

e
is the subgap optical cross section for the IB to CB
where σO
process. Similarly, for the VB to IB transition, creating a hole,
we have
h
.
αh = (1 − f )NI σO

(6)

e
h
and σO
are a function of photon energy. For
Generally, σO
the purposes of the simple model developed here, we approximate the optical cross sections as step functions, independent of
photon energy above the relevant transition threshold. This
approximation contrasts with the oft-made assumption of

nonoverlapping absorptions [1], [19], [20] but is perhaps more
accurate, especially when considering defects in the middle of
the bandgap. When quoting literature results, we report peak values for subbandgap light. Note that large f increases electron
generation and suppresses hole generation.
For highly doped IB materials, we expect that the dominant
trapping and recombination processes for electrons and holes
is through the IB states, which are deep in the gap [10]. The
electron and hole trapping cross sections are σTe and σTh for
the empty and filled dopant, respectively. The trapping times of
electrons and holes are then
1
(7)
τe =
e
(1 − f )NI σTe vth
τh =

1
h
f NI σTh vth

(8)

e
h
where vth
and vth
are thermal velocities of electrons and holes,
respectively [10]. Note that large f increases electron lifetime
and decreases hole lifetime.
The figure of merit ν depends on α2 τ ∝ NI ; therefore, there
is reason to believe that high dopant concentration will make
effective devices. These high concentrations are beneficial because the IB region can be made thinner as NI increases. There
has been significant effort to achieve “lifetime recovery,” an
increase in τ with increasing NI , as predicted in [21]; recent
arguments have questioned the existence of the effect [11], [13],
and we do not consider it here. Lifetime recovery would make
high NI even more attractive.
When NI is sufficiently small that impurity scattering is less
important than intrinsic phonon scattering, μ is independent of
NI . We estimate the dependence of μ on NI by considering
neutral impurity scattering μni [22], [23] and silicon’s intrinsic phonon-scattering mobility μi combined with Matthiessen’s
rule,
−1
μ−1 = μ−1
ni + μi

(9)

2π 3 q 3 m∗e,h
5NI h3

(10)

where
μe,h
ni =

where m∗ is the carrier effective mass, q is the fundamental
charge, h is Planck’s constant, and  is the static dielectric constant of the material. For example, using (2)–(10) with parameters for Si:S at f = 1/2, νe,drift is shown in Fig. 3. It is clear
that νe,drift increases with NI until μ becomes limited by the
∗
. We can, thus, find
dopants and ν saturates at a value νe,drift
an estimate of the maximum value of ν by considering dopants
at the concentration where they become the limiting factor for
the mobility. This observation also gives a simple estimate for
the optimal dopant concentration for IB materials: NI should be
just at the level where the dopants limit the mobility.
Combining (2)–(10), the optimal ν is
νe∗ = κe

e 2
f 2 (σO
)
1 − f σTe

(11)

νh∗ = κh

h 2
(1 − f )2 (σO
)
f
σTh

(12)
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Fig. 3. Dependence of νe , d rift on dopant concentration for Si:S with f = 1/2
using (2)–(10) and parameters in Table II. The figure of merit νe , d rift increases
linearly with N I until the mobility becomes impurity limited, saturating at
νe∗, d rift .

where κe , κh are constants dependent on properties of the host
semiconductor and whether the system is in the drift or diffusion
limit. We see that the ideal IB-forming dopant has large subgap
optical cross sections σO and small trapping cross sections, σT .
For the drift-limited case,
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Fig. 4. Maximal figures of merit from (11) and (12) as a function of impurity
filling fraction f for the case of Si:Fe with parameters from Tables I and II.
The figures of merit vary considerably with f . Under the approximation of
a frequency-independent optical cross section (above the energy-conservation
threshold), the current-matching f given by (17) is indicated by the vertical
dashed line. In this example, at least one of νde rift , νdhrift is small for all values
of f , indicating a material system without good prospects for IBSC.

our goal here is to make a simple model that captures the key
physics, for the purposes of early screening. Promising systems
are then worth detailed modeling. Thus, we approximate f as
uniform in our IB material, which can be achieved with sufficiently large carrier mobility in the IB or can be considered as the
average f in a more sophisticated model. The photogeneration
rates from VB to IB and IB to CB are, respectively,

κe =

2Eg πq 2 m∗e
e
5h3 vth

(13)

κh =

2Eg πq 2 m∗h
.
h
5h3 vth

(14)

Gh = Fh αh

(15)

For the diffusion-limited case, Eg is replaced by kb T .
Note that νe and νh are highly dependent on f . Although
the equilibrium filling factor can be controlled by codoping,
one cannot simply choose f to maximize the smaller of νe and
νh . For an effective IBSC, f must be chosen to ensure current
matching between the two subgap optical transitions [24], [25].
If the filling factor is maintained unequal to the current-matched
f , then the excess flow of only one carrier type will result in
charge transfer out of the IB, resulting in deleterious internal
voltage drops. If the current-matching f is not the equilibrium
value, then it may be achieved by photofilling if the IB density
of states is sufficiently small [26], [27]. If the current-matched f
cannot be achieved by photofilling, then codoping to set f at the
current-matching condition is desirable. In evaluating the figures
of merit, f should not be considered to be a design parameter.
Rather, based on the energetic position of the IB and the values
e,h
, we should estimate the current-matched value of f and
of σO
use it to evaluate ν. The large effect that f can have on ν is
indicated in Fig. 4.
The simplest estimate of ν is made by taking f = 1/2, which
e
h
= σO
, and there is an equal flux
is also the optimal value if σO
of photons that can be absorbed by each transition (e.g., the IB is
at the current-matched energy with nonoverlapping absorptions
[1]). When these conditions do not hold, f can in general be
nonuniform [28]. The full prediction of a photofilled f at steady
state requires ensuring that, at each location, the sum of generation, recombination, and carrier transport is zero [27]. Such
a calculation can be performed for any material of interest, but

Ge = Fe αe

(16)

where Fe is the flux of subgap photons with energy between
ECI and Eg , and Fh is the flux of subgap photons with energy
between EIV and Eg , with energies indicated in Fig. 1. In the
interest of simplicity, we estimate the current-matched f by setting Gh = Ge , which requires photogeneration to be equal and
neglects the effects of recombination processes entirely. From
a device-modeling perspective, this is a crude approximation,
but it captures the qualitative features of a more complicated
photofilling model [27]. Using (5) and (6),
fcm =

h
Fh σ O
.
h
e
Fh σ O + Fe σ O

(17)

Literature values for both electron and hole optical cross sections
were not found for all elements. For elements with only one set
of cross sections, we use f = 1/2; note that if the currentmatched f deviates significantly from 1/2, figures of merit in
an actual device could be significantly different.
B. Results for Dopants in Si
With these results, we can use literature values for the optical
and electrical trapping cross sections for impurities in silicon
to estimate ν for IB materials. The literature values are shown
in Tables I and II. In some cases, data exist for only one of the
carrier types (e.g., σTe or σTh ). Fig. 5 shows the resulting estimates of the optimal νdrift for a number of dopants in silicon.
We consider the optimistic drift case where the IB is assumed
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Fig. 5. Estimate of the maximum value of the figure of merit νd rift for electrons and holes for a variety of deep-level dopants in silicon, based on the model of
Section III and literature values for cross sections reported in Tables I and II. When data exist for both electron and hole cross sections of the defect, we find the
simple current-matching f using (17) and produce the current-matched estimates for the optimal νd rift . For cases where there is a range of cross sections in the
literature, the solid band indicates the range of possible values of ν. Acceptors are marked by “A,” donors by “D,” and “dA” indicates double acceptor. Elements
are in order of defect energy from VB to CB; see Tables I and II.

TABLE I
ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL CROSS SECTIONS
FOR HOLES FOR DOPANTS IN SILICON
Dopant

Energy [meV]

σ Th [cm2 ]

h
σO
[cm2 ]

Source

In (A)

E V + 157

1 × 10 −1 3

4.5 × 10 −1 7
to 2 × 10 −1 6
5 × 10 −1 5
to 1 × 10 −1 4
2 × 10 −1 6
3 × 10 −1 7
1 × 10 −1 7
to 2 × 10 −1 6
2 × 10 −1 5
5 × 10 −1 5
3 × 10 −1 6

[33], [34]

2 × 10 −1 7

[39], [34]

Pt (D)
Zn (A)
Fei (D)
Au (A)
Zn (dA)
Ag (A)
Ti (D)
Pt (A)

E V + 260
to E V + 320
E V + 310
E V + 380
E V + 560
to E V + 630
E V + 580
E C − 290
E C − 270
to E C − 260
E C − 230
to E C − 200

1 × 10

−1 6

10 −1 4 to 10 −1 3
7 × 10 −1 7
8 × 10 −1 5
10 −1 6 to 10 −1 3
7 × 10 −1 6
1.4 × 10 −1 5
1 × 10 −1 7
to 6 × 10 −1 5

[35], [34]
[36]
[37], [38]
[34]
[36]
[39], [40]
[39], [37]

Optical cross sections are the maximum reported values.

TABLE II
ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL CROSS SECTIONS
FOR ELECTRONS FOR DOPANTS IN SILICON
Dopant

Energy [meV]

σ Te [cm2 ]

e
σO
[cm2 ]

Source

In (A)
Ag (D)
Pt (D)

E V + 157
E V + 260
E V + 260
to E V + 320
E V + 310

2 × 10 −2 2
2 × 10 −1 5
3 × 10 −1 7

2 × 10 −1 5
2 × 10 −1 6
to 4 × 10 −1 4
3 × 10 −1 5

[41]
[39], [40]
[34], [35]

2 × 10 −1 6
2 × 10 −1 7

[37], [38]
[39], [37], [34]

10 −1 7
to 10 −1 5
2 × 10 −1 6

[36]

Zn (A)
Fei (D)
Au (A)
Zn (dA)
S (D)

E V + 380
E V + 560
to E V + 630
E V + 580
E C − 250

5 × 10 −1 6
to 10 −1 5
5 × 10 −1 4
7 × 10 −1 7
to 4 × 10 −1 5
10 −2 0
to 10 −1 6
2 × 10 −1 5

Optical cross sections are the maximum reported values.

[36]

[42], [43]

to be in the depletion region, as it presents the upper limit for
ν. Achieving these values of ν generally requires large dopant
concentrations. Sullivan et al. [12] demonstrated that, for the
Si:S system, the properties of the material at high dopant concentration can be well approximated using the cross sections
from the dilute impurity limit. For Au, Pt, and Ti, there is uncertainty about the energetic position of the defect state, which
is reflected in the tables and in the calculations of fcm in Fig. 5.
For all dopants, Fig. 5 shows the figures of merit in the case
of half-filling, f = 1/2. For dopants with data on optical cross
sections for both subgap transitions, we use (17) to estimate the
∗
with f = fcm . In the
current-matched f . We then present νdrift
case of Zn and Fe, this change is significant. It would be desirable
to turn the results of Fig. 5 into predicted device efficiencies,
for example using the model of Fig. 2. Since any device model
requires many material and device properties, including how
much overlap to consider in the absorptivities corresponding to
the three transitions, we do not find a generic and simple way
to convert Fig. 5 into predicted efficiencies. Rather, since large
ν is a necessary condition for high efficiency IBSC, those cases
with potential indicated by Fig. 5 are worthy of further study,
including detailed modeling.
Since both νe and νh must be large for high efficiency, these
results predict, in advance of material growth, that elements
such as platinum (donor), gold (acceptor), and iron (donor) will
not produce an effective IBSC even with enhancements from
light trapping. The zinc single acceptor only holds promise if
sufficient light trapping can be implemented. We do not have
enough information on both transitions for dopants such as sulfur, titanium, indium, and platinum (acceptor), but these can be
effective only with significant light trapping or if the currentmatched f is significantly less than 1/2 (for titanium, indium,
and platinum acceptor) or significantly greater than 1/2 (for
sulfur). Although we do not have data for both carrier types,
silver (as either donor or acceptor) presents a good possibility,
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as does the zinc double acceptor, which could be accessed using codoping with a shallow donor such as phosphorus [29].
Si:Au has recently been shown to produce measurable subgap
photocurrent, but with a quantum efficiency less than 10−4 [30],
consistent with the low predicted values for ν in Fig. 5. Si:Ti
has been extensively studied for IBSC [31], [32]. There are, additionally, a large number of dopants to study that do not appear
in Fig. 5. Since research has likely been biased toward studying the properties of dopants with the worst effects on lifetime,
we speculate that other elements may have better properties for
IBSC.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have described the figure of merit ν for IBSC’s and detailed a simple model for the dependence of its constituent parameters (μ, α, and τ ) on the optical and electrical cross sections,
doping concentration, and filling factor in a dopant-produced IB.
To achieve high efficiency, both the electron and hole figures of
merit, νe and νh , must be large. High efficiency has additional
requirements, such as bandgaps well matched the solar spectrum
and a filling factor f permitting current matching of the subgap
transitions. In the spirit of a simple model for screening purposes, we introduce an approximation to the current-matched f
for the dopant-produced IB, which then allows a prediction for
the optimal ν that can be achieved in the material.
We report ranges of possible figures of merit for several
dopants in silicon, highlighting particularly appealing dopants
for further study (silver and the zinc double acceptor). This procedure for estimating the optimal figure of merit for a system,
illustrated for dopants in silicon, can be used for dopant-formed
IB materials in other semiconductors. It can also be readily
adapted to quantum-dot or alloy-based IB materials, as long as
a theory of the effect of quantum dot or alloy concentration on
absorption, mobility, and lifetime is developed. The figure of
merit ν presents a simple organizing principle for the targeted
search for IB materials and further enables an easy estimate of
the ideal concentration of dopants or quantum dots in the material, in advance of detailed modeling of a particular material
system.
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